UAE Excursions

** Note - Handling Fee SGD20 per booking apply if purchase only Optional Tour **

AT THE TOP TOUR - Combination of Burj AL Arab & Burj Khalifah

Daily

Our tour start drive through Sheikh Zayed Road, where we watch the sparkling science-fiction
skyscrapers standing,
The tour includes the following:
1) Burj Al Arab Afternoon Tea at Skybar
2) Entrance to Burj Khalifah AT THE TOP 124 floor
3) Visit Dubai Mall
4) Visit the Aquarium at Dubai Mall without entry ticket
5) Enjoy the Dancing Fountain (if the booking in the evening)
6) All Transfers in Private
7) Sp
ecial Souvenir of Burj Al Arab Hotel or Burj Khalifah Tower for every guest

Timing:
14:00 – 18:00
Minimum Pax: 2 pax
Adult Rate: USD 350

AT THE TOP TOUR - Combination of Burj AL Arab & Burj Khalifah

Daily

Our tour start drive through Sheikh Zayed Road, where we watch the sparkling science-fiction
skyscrapers standing,
The tour includes the following:
1) Burj Al Arab Afternoon Tea at Sahn Eldar
2) Entrance to Burj Khalifah AT THE TOP 124 floor
3) Visit Dubai Mall
4) Visit the Aquarium at Dubai Mall without entry ticket
5) Enjoy the Dancing Fountain (if the booking in th evening)
6) All Transfers in Private
7) Sp
ecial Souvenir of Burj Al Arab Hotel Hotel or Burj Khalifah Tower for every guest

Timing:
14:00 – 18:00
Minimum Pax: 2 pax
Adult Rate: USD 320
Child Rate: USD 290

KENTHOLIDAYS (S) PTE LTD

Tel: +65 65341033

Email: sales@kentholidays.com

Child below 11 Years: not allowed

Note: Private Tour

Note: Private Tour
Pick up & Drop is included

www.kentholidays.com

DUBAI CITY TOUR - Half Day

Daily Except Friday

Our tour takes you to the mystical past from the glorious present. This route starts with
A stop at the magnificent Jumeirah Mosque proceeding towards a drive through the
Jumeirah beach and all its spectacular hotels for a photo shoot. The trip continues to
the Sheikh Zayed road where we watch the sparkling science-fiction skyscrapers standing
side the Dubai World Trade Center. En route we pass by the majestic Sheikh Palace
along
followed by a short break by the Creek. The journey then continues towards the Bastakiya
area in Bur Dubai, where we stop for a while to admire the old wind-tower houses built
by wealthy Merchants. Close by, stands the ancient Al Fahidi Fort, now housing the Dubai
Museum that records the city's past as an important pearl diving and trading centre.
The journey ends with a ride by the authentic Abra - a local of Dubai where we explore
the magical aroma of the Spice Souk and the dazzle of the Gold Souk leaving us mesmerized.

Timing:
10:00 – 14:00
Minimum Pax: 3 pax
Adult Rate: USD 65
Child Rate: USD 55
Note: Seat in Coach
Driver is the Guide
Timing:
10:00 – 14:00
Minimum: 3 pax
Adult Rate: USD 105
Child Rate: USD 85
Note: Exclusive Car
Driver is the Guide

BIG BUS DUBAI CITY TOUR - Half Day

Daily

Discover Dubai Aboard a traditional open top double-decker bus, the king of all sightseeing
vehicle. Enjoy the Big Bus Tour and Hop-on and hop -off to visit all the places that interesry
you. With 21 stops all over Dubai, you can organize your day the way you want it.

Timing:
10:00 – 14:00
Minimum Pax: 2 pax
Adult Rate: USD 105
Child Rate: USD 70
Note: Seat in Coach

DUBAI CITY TOUR - Ful Day

Daily Except Friday

Our tour takes you to the mystical past from the glorious present. This route starts with
A stop at the magnificent Jumeirah Mosque proceeding towards a drive through the
Jumeirah beach and all its spectacular hotels for a photo shoot. The trip continues to
the Sheikh Zayed road where we watch the sparkling science-fiction skyscrapers standing
alongside the Dubai World Trade Center. En route we pass by the majestic Sheikh Palace
followed by a short break by the Creek. The journey then continues towards the Bastakiya
area in Bur Dubai, where we stop for a while to admire the old wind-tower houses built
by wealthy Merchants. Close by, stands the ancient Al Fahidi Fort, now housing the Dubai
Museum that records the city's past as an important pearl diving and trading centre.
The journey ends with a ride by the authentic Abra - a local of Dubai where we explore
the magical aroma of the Spice Souk and the dazzle of the Gold Souk leaving us mesmerized.

Timing:
10:00 – 17:00
Minimum Pax: 3 pax
Adult Rate: USD 140
Child Rate: USD 105

Burj Khalifah (The World's Tallest Tower) Half Day

Daily

We recommend you to begin your Dubai sightseeing with Burj Khalifah, The tallest building
in the world. The Burj Khalifah Skyscarper is a world-class destination and the magnificent
centerpiece of Downtown Dubai

Timing:
Upon request
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 100
Child Rate: USD 95
Note: Exclusive Car
Pick up & Drop is included

The New Urban Masterpiece. The world's tallest building is surrounded by hotels, Shopping
Destination and a world of Entertainment options
KENTHOLIDAYS (S) PTE LTD

Tel: +65 65341033

Email: sales@kentholidays.com

Note: Exclusive Car
Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included
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Dubai Miracle Garden (Half Day)

Daily
Timing:
Upon request
Minimum Pax: 3 pax
Adult Rate: USD 100
Child Rate: USD 85

Miracle Garden is located in the North West Quadrant of Arabian Ranches along
Shiekh Mohammed Bin Zayed Road within Dubai Land Development Project.
More than 45 million blooming flowers in stunning designs, aswsome shapes and
structures, and eye catching color combinations achieved through 45 different flowers
varieties and color. Miracle Garden is one of a kind in the region and in the world for such
a unique display and extravagant outdoor recreational Destination.

Note: Exclusive Car
Pick up & Drop is included
Entrance Ticket is included

Miracle Garden has the record in Guinness Book of Records for having the longest flower walk which
will give new landmark for Miracle Garden and City of Dubai, believed to be leader in diverse and
cultural tourist attraction

ABU DHABI CITY TOUR - Full Day

Daily Except Friday

It is hard to believe that just 50 years ago, Abu Dhabi the island capital of the United Arab
Emirates was a bleak fishing and pearling village. The evolution of Abu Dhabi has been
spectacular. Today, it has large gardens, green boulevards, sophisticated high-rise buildings,
rich shopping malls, cultural centers and events that offer one-of-a-kind experience all the
year round. En route to Abu Dhabi is the humungous Jebel Ali Port, the largest man-made
port in the world. Driving through the bridge we pass by Abu Dhabi's magnificent new,
ue, which is believed to be one of the biggest mosque in the world.
Mosq
rrival
in Abu Dhabi we visit the renovated AL HUSN PALACE
On a
home
of the Centre for Documentation and Research. We then learn about the oil
now
the so-called 'black gold' - and how it has transformed Abu Dhabi into the wealthy city
of today. The journey then continues towards a drive along the beautiful Corniche gives
a magnificent view of the city. Later, the tour passes the majestic president’s palace,
then to the Dhow Yard, where wooden ships are still built using simple tools and lastly
the Women Handicraft Centre where we admire the skill and dexterity of local ladies

Timing:
09:30 – 17:00
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 100
Child Rate: USD 85

ABU DHABI CITY TOUR + Ferrari Themepark - Full Day

Daily Except Friday

The park hast more then 20 unique rides and attractions for visitors of all ages amd interests
from speed thrill rides to the world's most advance simulators and family-friendly attractions - in
addition to a wide variety of italian delicasies, unique shopping experience and special festivities
that include inaugral shows, dedicated entertainment
The park will be operating on a six-day a week schedule from Tuesday to Sunday,
welcome visitors from 12 noon each day

KENTHOLIDAYS (S) PTE LTD

Tel: +65 65341033

Email: sales@kentholidays.com

Note: Exclusive Car
Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included

Timing:
09:30 – 17:00
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 210
Child Rate: USD 190
Note: Exclusive Car
Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included

www.kentholidays.com

AL AIN CIT TOUR - Full Day

Daily Except Friday

Dramatically situated against the mountain backdrop of the 1300-metre-high Jebel Hafit,
for years Al Ain has been an important stop on the caravan trail. The adventure starts
with stop at the nation's largest museum located within the walls of Al Jahili Fort,
which fabulously exhibits the magnificent archaeological excavations from Jebel Hafeet.
The next stop is the quaint and busy camel market also considered as the largest camel
marke t in the Middle East. Our journey then continues to the nearby Buraimi Oasis in the
Omani territory where we observe the 2,000- year-old irrigation system feeding the date
gardens. Appetizing lunch will be served high above the city on your own expencess, in the
Five Star hotel of Jebel Hafeet where we enjoy a spectacular view over the whole Al Ain area.
Subsequently we drive back to Dubai.

Timing:
09:30 – 17:00
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 100
Child Rate: USD 85
Note: Exclusive Car
Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included

SHARJAH & AJMAN CITY TOUR - Half Day

Daily Except Friday

Tour of Islamic history and culture. One of the major attractions to photographers is
the distinctive King Faisal Mosque built to honor King Faisal of Saudi Arabia that currently
is the largest mosque in the Emirates. En route we continue towards the renovated Fort
of Sharjah, former residence of the ruling family originally built in 1820, followed by the
authentic 150-year-old ‘Al Nabooddah House', the museum for cultural heritage. Exploring
the myriad images of Arabia, we take a quick stroll to the adjacent souks` of 'Al Arsa' and
to the 'Majarrah Souk' will take you to our next venue which is the distinguished Souk
'Al Markazi' – a treasure trove of Persian carpets, souvenirs, jewellery and handicrafts.
Just 15 minutes drive from the northeast of Sharjah is the Emirate of Ajman – A small
irate with a lovely stretch of white sandy beach. We then make our way towards the
Em
famous historical fort and the museum which brilliantly displays the Emirates past before
the discovery of oil. Our journey takes us to the Dhow-building yard where the Dhows
(traditional boats) are still hand made. This concludes our tour before heading back to Dubai.

Timing:
10:00 – 15:00
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 80
Child Rate: USD 70

EAST COST TOUR - Full Day

Daily

The road to the northern emirates of uae is one of the most scenically spectacular in
the Emirates; you emerge from the magnificent sand dunes of the central region to be
met by the grand Hajar Mountains at the town of Dhaid. Our first stop is the Friday market
that was originally established for Fridays but is now open everyday. Proceeding onwards
we move towards the14th century Bithna Fort followed by a lovely drive towards the
pictures que emirate of Fujairah. We proceed to the scenic fishing village of Dibbah.
The mountain illage of Khassab is the next "Must-See" on this tour, where the friendly Shihu Tribe
still lives in houses built of rock.
Afterwards we head back to Dubai with a drive through the Emirates of Ras
Al Khaimah, Ajman and Sharjah.

Timing:
09:00 – 18:00
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 140
Child Rate: USD 105
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Note: Exclusive Car
Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included

Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included
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HATTA TREK - Full Day

Daily

Where else can you tantalize your senses with timeless tranquility amidst the breathtaking
scenery and rich desert? Majestic mountains, lovely Wadis –ancient dry riverbeds and the
calm fresh water pools fill Hatta with charismatic ambience. This tour begins with a visit
to the picturesque 200-year-old village of Hatta – a cultural treat situated on the transverse
cragged Mountains. We then head towards an exhilarating drive over stony mountains
and magnificent cliffs. We then proceed towards the lovely big and small Wadis and lush
landscape, which surrounds the small settlements and villages deep in the mountains.
Experiencing some Wadi Bashing we then relax by the hidden rock pools for a good swim.
Proceeding onwards we take a journey into the past with a visit to the renovated 16th
century Portuguese Fort, On the way back to Dubai take a stop at one of the popular street
Markets, where we find local carpets and potteries.

Timing:
09:00 – 14:00
Minimum Pax: 4 pax
Adult Rate: USD 110
Child Rate: USD 95
Driver is the Guide
Pick up & Drop is included

DESERT SAFARI - Half Day

Daily

A trip to Dubai would be a waste without this incredibly adventurous journey into the endless
heart of the desert. Experience the rapture of an exhilarating roller coaster ride as our luxury
4X4 vehicles drive you across the tranquil red sand dunes of Arabia leaving you captivated.
En route we stop for a breathtaking view of the picturesque sunset giving you an opportunity
to enjoy the serenity of the timeless desert. We then proceed to our Bedouin camp practically
in the middle of nowhere where the ancient Bedouin hospitality awaits you. On arrival you will
be greeted with the divine (kahweh) Arabic coffee accompanied by some assorted
refreshments. Pamper yourself on the low Bedouin cushions as we serve you the freshly made
electable
Arabic sweets along with the aromatic shisha. Explore the Bedouin Lifestyle by
d
watching the Bedouins cook the traditional food for you (Lagaimath, Gars and Reghag). Dress
yourself in the traditional Arabic costume and learn about the significance of Falconry -an age
old Arabic tradition in the lives of the Bedouins, Experience a short camel ride, have your
hands or legs decorated with exquisite henna designs or just relax in the camp an enjoy the
serene atmosphere. Sumptuous feast with Arabic appetizers, grilled meat, fresh salads will be
served followed by delicious Arabic sweets and selected beverages. Get ready to be
mesmerized as the Belle Dancer sways you on the pulsating Arabic music under the star lit sky.

Timing:
15:00 – 21:00
Adult Rate: USD 70
Child Rate: USD 60

DHOW CRUISE

Daily

Dividing the charming ‘city of lights’ into two commercial districts, Dubai Creek epitomizes the
city's personality. Here, the magnificent sophistication of the 21st century walks hand in hand
with the simplicity of a bygone era. Hop aboard and enjoy an unforgettable evening, where the
height of opulence combines with a heartwarming sense of Bedouin tradition as we glide down
the shimmering creek is a traditionally decorated dhow and firmly believes in revealing the
ancient Bedouin values. Onboard we welcome you with (Kahweh) the Arabic coffee followed by
the sumptuous buffet dinner.
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Pick up & Drop is included

Timing:
20:00 - 23:00
Adult Rate: USD 65
Child Rate: USD 55
Pick up & Drop is included

www.kentholidays.com

Wild Wadi Water Park

Daily

In addition to all the rides, the Wild Wadi Water Park offers numerous restaurants and shops.
The park operates a cashless wristband payment system

Pick up & Drop is included

Lost Chambers Aquarium - Atlantis Hotel

Daily

Situated between the Burj Al Arab and the Jumeirah Beach Hotel, Wild Wadi Water Park
is Dubai’s Arabian-themed water park. Spread over 12 acres, the resort features 30
rides and attractions. Most are interconnected, allowing riders to move from one to the
other without ever leaving the water.

Timing:
13:00 - 19:00
Minimum: 03 pax
Adult Rate: USD 105
Child Rate: USD 95

magine exploring the mysterious ruins of Atlantis, lost for thousands of years deep beneath the
sea. Now picture yourself being surrounded by 65,000 marine animals. Come live out your own
Atlantean adventure at the Lost Chambers Aquarium. Explore the underwater mazes and tunnels
of this lost civilization while encountering sharks, eels, seahorses, and piranhas.
There are over 20 remarkable marine life exhibits including a touch tank and our interactive
aquatheatre show.

Aquaventure - Atlantis Hotel

Pick up & Drop is included

Daily

Enjoy the thrill of the largest and most exciting water park in the Middle East.
Aquaventure Dubai is set in 42 acres overflowing with fun including Master Blasters, speed slide,
rivers, rapids, Splashers children’s play area, lush tropical landscapes and a private beach.
Imagine exploring the mysterious ruins of Atlantis, lost for thousands of years deep beneath th
sea. Now picture looking up to see 65,000 marine animals swimming in placid waters.
Visitors can live out their own Atlantean adventure in The Lost Chambers, maze of underwater
halls and tunnels

KENTHOLIDAYS (S) PTE LTD

Timing: 10:00 am - 10:00 pm
Minimum: 03 pax
Adult Rate: USD 90
Child Rate: USD 90

Tel: +65 65341033

Email: sales@kentholidays.com

Timing:
Minimum: 03 pax
Adult Rate: USD 110
Child Rate: USD 110
Pick up & Drop is included

www.kentholidays.com

Dreamland Aqua Park - Umm Al Quwain

Daily

Dreamland Aqua Park was the vision of his Excellency Sheikh Abdullah Bin Rashid Al Mualla,
Deputy ruler of His Highness Sheikh Rashid Bin Ahmed Al Mualla, member of UAE Superme
Council And ruler of Umm Al Quwain Emirates to crerat the first and largest water park in
Regin with a main concern Fun is a right for everyone

Timing:
13:00 - 19:00
Minimum: 03 pax
Adult Rate: USD 140
Child Rate: USD 115

Park Timings

Pick up & Drop is included
Entrance Ticket is included

Nov-Feb 10:00 am - 06:00 pm
Mar - May 10:00 am - 06:00 pm
10:00 am - 07:00 pm (weekends)
June - Aug 10:00 am - 06:00 pm
10:00 am - 08:00 pm (Friday)
Sep & Oct 10:00 am - 06:00 pm
10:00 am - 07:00 pm (Friday)
10:00 am - 04:00 pm (Ramadan Timing)
Note: Park Timing may change without prior notice

Dubai Dolphinarium

Daily

Dubai Dolphinarium is an amazing place, where you are guaranteed to meet some of the most
beautiful animals that inhabit our oceans and have lots of fun with them. There is a lot of
programmes and exciting interaction with the mammals happening at Dubai Dolphinarium.
A great way to educate, entertain and learn for the young and the old.
An unforgettable experience with the worlds most loved animals. Dubai Dolphinarium is
a 5000 square meters modern marine mammal facility. Externally the building shape and style
has a fun and colorful geometry.The internal walls are completely covered with an underwater
theme of cartoon like characters depicting various sea creatures in a humorous style.
The building interior is fully air-conditioned and has a wall of windows which face the stunning
greenery of Creek Park.

Minimum: 03 pax
Adult Rate: USD 90
Child Rate: USD 80

DOLPHIN
MONDAY
11:00 AM
No Show
06:00 PM

Pick up & Drop is included

SHOW TIMINGS
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSADY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
11:00 AM 11:00 AM
11:00 AM
11:00 AM 11:00 AM No Show
No Show No Show
No Show
03:00 PM 03:00 PM No Show
06:00 PM 06:00 PM
06:00 PM
06:00 PM 06:00 PM No Show

**SHOW TIMINGS and PRICES are subject to change without prior notice
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Snow Park Dubai

Daily

The worlds largest Snow Park is nowhere else but at Ski Dubai. Lying on 3000 square meters of
snow, the park is a one of a kind attraction that leaves you breathless.
At the Snow Park you won’t meet boredom; go crazy in the tobogganing hills, or in a twin
track bobsled ride. Also, a snowball throwing gallery and a snow cavern filled with interactive
experiences and amazing sights and sounds await you for an unforgettable journey.
A large observation tower offers a perfect viewof the Ski Dubai main slope. Parents can engage
in recreation with their children while building a snowman and playing on the hills.
To complete this magical setting, regular snowfalls will surprise you and will add more
excitement to this fun- filled snow experience.
INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
* WinterCoat
* Boots
* Disposable socks
Not Included
* Hat & Gloves for Hygiene Reasons, but can be purchased from the shop starting AE 10
* Lockers rental is AED 10 and can be used by several persons
Note: It is not allowed to exit the Ski Dubai and then get in again using the same snow park
pass howveer taking very short breaks is naturally ok

1) Polar Pass Ticket
Timing: Upon Request
Adult Rate: USD 150
Child Rate: USD 150
Include the following:
Snow Fun
Chairlift ride
Giant Ball
Fleece Glove Vouchers
2) Polar Pass Express Ticket
Timing: Upon Request
Adult Rate: USD 165
Child Rate: USD 165
Include the following:
Snow Fun
Chairlift ride
Giant Ball
Fleece Glove Vouchers
Discovery Lesson or Peng-Friend
Encounter or Snow Bullet
Pick up & Drop is included

Burj Al Arab Lunch or Dinner (Iwan Restaurant)

Daily

Affording stunning views of the Arabian Gulf, the restaurant is the perfect place to be
pampered with traditional Arabic and international cuisine. Impressive interior decoration
and an eclectic mix of traditional objects d'art make the restaurant's ambience ideal
for a relaxed rendezvous at the Burj Al Arab.

Lunch Timing: 12:00 - 14:30
Dinner Timing: 18:00 - 22:30
Adult Rate: USD 260
Child Rate: USD 245
Type: Arabic Buffet
Drinks are not included
2 way transfer is included

Al-Iwan Restaurant serves International cuisine and has an Oriental Buffet
You need to dress up in smart casual. Men are requested to wear a shirt with collar,
trousers (no jeans) and closed shoes or national dress. Smoking is not allowed in Al Iwan.
After enjoying a delicious lunch at one of the world’s best hotels, you will be dropped
back to your hotel in Dubai.

Burj Al Arab Lunch or Dinner (Al Muntaha Restaurant)
Arabic for The Ultimate or The Top Al Muntaha Restaurant that lives up to its name
See Dubai stretched out in all its glory from the 27th floor, where the stunning views are
matched only by the sumptuous menu.
Menu 1: USD 255 per person
Menu 2: USD 295 per person
Menu 3: USD 320 per person

Daily

Lunch Timing: 12:30 - 14:30
Dinner Timing: 19:00 - 22:30
Cuisine: Modern European
Type: A La carte
Drinks are not included
2 way transfer is included

Kindly note that all menu items and prices are strictly subject to change without prior notice Prices are strictly.
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AIR BALLOON

Daily

Flying with Balloon Adventures is more than just a Balloon flight, it's a true desert adventures.
The best time to fly balloons is early in the cool dawn air when the winds are light.
It is also the most beautiful time of day in the desert.
We fly over the desert for approximately one hour. You should allow up to five
hours from when we meet you until we return you to the same point.
We will pick you up from any major hotel in Dubai (or meet you at our central meeting point),
provide transfers to and from the desert flight area in our new airconditioned Toyota Landcruisers,
an approximate one hour balloon flight, light refreshments following your flight,
a personalized flight certificate signed by your pilot, a four wheel drive experience

Operating from October to May

The eagerly anticipated waterpark on Yas Island enters its final phases of development with the
unveiling of its official name and logo: Yas Waterworld Abu Dhabi.
With its original and immersive theme which pays tribute to Emirati culture and the country’s pearl
diving heritage, the iconic waterpark is set to welcome guests in the fourth quarter of 2012.
Visitors will be able to enjoy 43 rides, slides and attractions that follow the adventures of the
waterpark’s main character ‘Dana’ – a young Emirati girl in search of a legendary pearl which brought
prosperity to the people of her village.
“Visitors to Yas Island can see how far the construction of this landmark project has progressed. Last
week we celebrated the topping out of Jebel Dana – the towering centrepiece and home of the Great
Mother Pearl,” said Mike Oswald, Park Manager. “Soaring 45 metres above ground, Jebel Dana will
be the newest tourism beacon drawing regional and international crowds heading to the island when
Yas Waterworld Abu Dhabi opens later this year.”
The Waterpark spreads across more than 15 hectares providing a full day’s entertainment with
restaurants, shops and interactive games in addition to the many rides, slides, & attractions.

Minimum: 03 pax
Rate: Adult USD 310
Child 05-12 yr USD 270

Pick up & Drop is included

Daily
Minimum: 03 pax
Adult Rate: USD 165
Child Rate: USD 165
Pick up & Drop is included

The Waterpark is located adjacent to Ferrari World Abu Dhabi on Yas Island and is set to become an
integral part of the island’s entertainment offering which includes the Yas Marina Circuit and the Yas
Links Golf Course. Set to open in late 2012, the Waterpark on Yas Island will be one of the leading
waterparks in the World.

ADDITIONAL INFO:
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Tour is operated in English unless otherwise stated;
Optional gratuities not included;
Food and drinks not included unless specified;
Dress Code: Lightweight summer clothing is suitable for most of the year, but sweaters
or jackets may be needed for the winter months, especially in the evenings;
Normal tourist photography is acceptable, but it is considered offensive to photograph
Arab women. It is also courteous to ask permission before photographing men.
Photographs of government buildings or military installations are not allowed;
Child prices apply to children aged 3 - 10 years inclusive;
Infants aged 2 years and under are free of charge, provided they do not occupy a seat;
Tour operator reserves the right to cancel any part of this tour for reasons of Government Decisions,
public holidays, weather conditions, or similar.
Bookings canceled within 96 hours of tour date will be 00% cancellation penalties.
KENTHOLIDAYS (S) PTE LTD
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